3D QUILLING

SPECIFICATIONS

CRAFT

20 projects for turning curled paper
strips into three-dimensional art

Format: 222 x 222 mm / 8¾ x 8¾ in
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Over 100
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

This book takes quilling, the art of
creating filigree designs with curled
strips of paper, in new and exciting
directions. From basic techniques
to stunning three-dimensional works
of art, Vaishali guides readers through
every step of the creative process.

•

Make 20 beautiful free-standing
sculptural projects with quilled paper.

•

Create stunningly detailed decorative
pieces for you home, including flowers,
fruit, insects, birds, and animals.

•

Learn the basics with step-by-step photo
guides, then release your creativity on
the easy-to-follow projects.

About the author
Vaishali Rastogi Sahni is a paper-quilling artist
from Lucknow, India. She sells her creations via
her Etsy store Kagaz Kala Creations.

CROCHET YOURSELF
CALM
CRAFT

50 motifs and 15 projects for mindful
relaxation

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 222 x 222 mm / 8¾ x 8¾ in
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Over 100
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Keep your hands busy and your mind
relaxed, as you crochet this inspiring
collection of repeat patterns, some
designed as small geometric motifs,
others conceived on a larger scale.

•

50 original repeat patterns and motifs,
with 15 projects for making them into
beautiful, useful items for you and
your home.

•

Make joyful rainbow-colored mandalas,
ethereal cool-blue granny squares, and
mellow spice-toned triangles; crochet
them in rows or in the round; then join
them together to make bags, scarves,
pillows, and more.

•

Learn the basics with step-by-step photo

About the author

guides, then release your creativity on

Carmen Heffernan creates her own colorful

the easy-to-follow patterns.

designs and patterns for her successful Etsy store,
AnnieDesign. Her work has featured in numerous
blogs, magazines, and books, including Mollie
Makes and Boho Crochet.

FEMINIST FELTIES
CRAFT

20 empowering projects in felt and fabric
to change the world, stitch by stitch

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 222 x 222 mm / 8¾ x 8¾ in
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Over 100
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

This quirky craft book provides all
the creative inspiration needed to
make a powerful feminist statement
in a subversively homespun way.
The projects are as edgy as they are
whimsical, and include a gallery
of feminist icons in badge form.

•

20 fierce, feminist felt craft patterns.

•

Make a fistful of powerful feminist craft
objects: home accessories, holiday
decorations, badges, and more.

•

Learn basic stitch, embroidery, and felt
assembly techniques, then follow clearly
outlined, step-by- step patterns for
hassle-free crafting.

About the author
Missy Covington creates her own felt patterns
and crafts for her Etsy shop, CraftSubversive.
She is a corporate citizen by day and a subversive
crafter by night

PATCHWORK
MENAGERIE

SPECIFICATIONS

CRAFT

20 practical projects for pet-lovers
to sew with tessellated templates

Format: 254 x 203 mm / 10 x 8 in
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Over 200
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

This collection of adorable animalthemed patchwork projects uses
Hayley Smith’s bestselling range
of Tessepatch® kits for inspiration.
Sew together the interlocking animal
shapes to create patchwork fabrics,
then turn them into beautiful and
useful things such as aprons, pillows,
and tablet covers.

•

20 pet-tastic patchwork projects to
make and enjoy.

•

Create a variety of animal-themed textiles
based on your favorite animals, then turn
them into bags, pillows, pet accessories,
and more.

•

Learn the basics with step-by-step photo
guides, then release your creativity on
the easy-to-follow patterns.

About the author
Hayley Smith creates all the products, designs,
and patterns for her successful craft business,
Craft Yourself Silly. Her range of Proggy® kits
is stocked in the U.S., U.K., and Germany.

PROGGY MENAGERIE
CRAFT

20 soft and snuggly rag rug animals
to hook and sew

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 222 x 222 mm / 8¾ x 8¾ in
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Over 200
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

This adorable collection of rag
rug projects is given a refreshing
modern twist when you turn them
into three-dimensional stuffed toys
and accessories such as doorstops,
bowling pins, and tea cozies.

•

20 cute and cuddly projects to make
with scraps of fabric from your stash.

•

Make 20 adorable creatures—farm
animals, pets, birds, and fish—then
turn them into toys and accessories
for your home.

•

Learn the basics with step-by-step photo
guides, then release your creativity on
the easy-to-follow patterns.

About the author
Hayley Smith creates all the products, designs,
and patterns for her successful craft business,
Craft Yourself Silly. Her range of Proggy® kits is
stocked in the US, UK, and Germany.

ENERGY BALLS

SPECIFICATIONS

COOKERY

Improve your physical performance,
mental focus, sleep, mood, and more!

Format: 246 x 190 mm / 9¾ x 7½ in
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Over 100
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Power up your day with these DIY
energy balls that maximize taste
and nutrition, minimize cost, and
eliminate additives. Each bite
combines super foods with
all-natural, high-quality proteins.

•

100 percent vegan, no-bake, and
gluten-free.

•

Includes 100 easy-to-follow no-cook
recipes to eat for breakfast, pack in
your lunch-box, boost your brain power,
enhance your performance, or snack on
before bed.

•

Crafted from only the most wholesome
ingredients, such as whole grains, fruits,
nuts and seeds.

About the author
Christal Sczebel is the author of
NutritionInTheKitch.com, a blog dedicated
to her love of healthy eating and fitness.

POWER BOWLS

SPECIFICATIONS

COOKERY

100 perfectly balanced meals in a bowl
with recipes for every time of the day

Format: 215 x 190 mm / 8½ x 7½ in
Extent: 192 pages
Illustrations: Over 100
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Crafted from wholesome ingredients,
these tasty bowls of goodness are
a nutritious and delicious way to
power through the day.

•

100 recipes for energy-packed all-inone meals in a bowl. From refreshing
smoothie bowls and satisfying salad
bowls, to warming main-meal bowls and
luscious treat bowls, there is a recipe for
every occasion and taste.

•

Icons with each recipe indicate if it’s
vegan or vegetarian, dairy- or gluten-free,
good for digestion, or whether its energy
will be released quickly or slowly.

•

Ingredients feature whole grains, fruits,
vegetables, nuts, and seeds.

About the author
Christal Sczebel is the author of
NutritionInTheKitch.com, a blog dedicated
to her love of healthy eating and fitness.

COOKERY

LIFE’S TOO SHORT
TO CHOP ONIONS
99 dishes to make when you’d rather
be doing something else

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 195 x 125 mm / 7¾ x 5 in
Extent: 144 pages
Illustrations: Over 20
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Now girls who hate to cook can
learn how to be kitchen goddesses
as they whip up simple, fabulous
dishes in no time.

•

The easy-to-follow recipes have been
designed to minimize both preparation
and clean-up!

•

With menus to show how to combine
the recipes into three-course meals.

•

A chapter on entertaining lets you show
off your cooking to your friends.

•

Sections on Foods to Have Handy,
Kitchen Equipment, and Food Preparation
make cooking a snap.

About the author
Kitty Greenwald writes the Slow Food Fast
cookery column for the Wall Street Journal and
lives in Washington, D.C.

GARDENING

101 EASY-TO-GROW
ORCHIDS
How to care for orchids in your home

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 276 x 213 mm / 10¾ x 8¼ in
Extent: 192 pages
Illustrations: Over 250
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Everything you need to know about
selecting and caring for 101 exquisite
orchids. Find out how easy it is to
grow these exquisite flowers.

•

Every profile includes a description
of the plant and its flowers, when
and how often it blooms, where
to site it, watering, and care.

•

With a trouble-shooting section to
help identify problems and find out
how to deal with them.

•

Step-by-step photographs show you
how to repot and water your orchids.

About the authors
Brian and Wilma Rittershausen are among the
most respected names in the world of orchids.

GARDENING

PERENNIALS

SPECIFICATIONS

Designing, choosing, and maintaining
easy-care plantings

Format: 248 x 215 mm / 9¾ x 8¼ in
Extent: 256 pages
Illustrations: Over 300
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

With Perennials, you can create
a garden that will remain beautiful
and carefree for years to come—just
buy once, plant once, and enjoy year
after year.

•

A detailed A-to-Z plant directory of more
than 100 perennials.

•

At-a-glance charts provide handy
reference for selecting plants by color,
height, foliage, fragrance, growing
conditions, and more.

•

GreenTHUMBS sidebars feature tricks
for designing, growing and caring for
your plants.

About the authors
Sally Roth has made gardens all across the
U.S. from Washington State to New England.
Jane Courtier has written dozens of gardening
books and tends her garden in Dorset, U.K.

GARDENING

THE COMPLETE
VEGETABLE GARDENER
From planting to picking—the complete
guide to creating a bountiful garden

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 272 x 208 mm / 10¾ x 8¼ in
Extent: 288 pages
Illustrations: Over 400
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

This is the only vegetable gardening
book you’ll ever need – a truly
comprehensive guide.

•

A detailed A-to-Z plant directory of more
than 80 varieties of vegetables, from
summer salad greens to winter squash.

•

Learn how to fight pests and diseases.

•

With recipes for bottling, freezing,
and drying your crops.

•

Full of practical step-by-step photographs
to show you how to plant and tend your
vegetable garden. Learn all about soil and
making compost; find out how to sow
and plant, including transplanting; then
discover the best ways to water and feed
your plants.

About the authors
Fern Marshall Bradley is an American gardening
writer with a passion for organic methods.
Jane Courtier has written dozens of gardening
books and tends her garden in Dorset, U.K.

GARDENING

SMALL IS BOUNTIFUL
Getting more crops from your pots

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 240 x 225 mm / 9½ x 8¾ in
Extent: 160 pages
Illustrations: Over 150
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

No matter how small your space,
Small is Bountiful can lead you
to homegrown produce that is big
on flavor. Turn your patio planters
into a plentiful garden with this
inspirational and practical book.

•

Find out how to use a few suitable
containers and the right plants to grow
fresh fruit, vegetables, and herbs just
outside your kitchen door.

•

With 34 decorative patio gardening
projects that look as good as they taste.
Sections on quick crops to grow in tiny
spaces; root, bulb, and tuber crops to fill
deeper planters; and how to make the
most of vertical space by using hanging
baskets, wall planters, and trellises.

•

About the authors
Anne Halpin is an American gardening writer.

Advice on growing 40 kinds of herbs,
vegetables, and fruit.

Liz Dobbs has written dozens of gardening books
and tends her garden in Surrey, U.K.

CAT-A-LOGUE

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 178 x 126 mm / 7 x 5 in
Extent: 144 pages
Illustrations: Over 50
Color: Two color
© Toucan Books Ltd

A curiosity of feline facts

PETS
Quench your kitty curiosity with this
fascinating fandango of feline facts.
The perfect gift book for cat lovers.

•

Dozens of fun facts, including a guide to
the vocabulary of cats, from purrs and
mews to snarls and growls.

•

Hints and tips on the care of cats
and kittens, such as foods to keep
them healthy, and foods to avoid.

•

A compendium of lore and legend
about cats. For example, did you know
that in ancient Rome, cats were the only
animal allowed in temples?

About the author
Deborah Robertson is a freelance writer
and cat lover.

DOG-O-PEDIA

SPECIFICATIONS

A compedium of doggone facts.

PETS

Format: 178 x 126 mm / 7 x 5 in
Extent: 144 pages
Illustrations: Over 50
Color: Two color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Full of incredible canine capers,
tales of doggy derring-do, and
plenty of puppy facts, the
Dog-o-Pedia is essential reading
for dog lovers everywhere.

•

Dozens of fun facts. Did you know that
the English mastiff is the heaviest dog in
the world, weighing up to 220 lbs?

•

Hints and tips on dog care, including a
variety of methods of keeping a highenergy dog occupied.

•

A compendium of lore and legend
about dogs. Find out the significance
of dogs in ancient Chinese mythology.

About the author
Mary Frances Budzik lives with her three dogs
and three cats in Connecticut and is the author of
many books.

A HORSE OF COURSE
A round up of equine facts

SPECIFICATIONS

PETS

Format: 178 x 126 mm / 7 x 5 in
Extent: 144 pages
Illustrations: Over 50
Color: Two color
© Toucan Books Ltd

This adorable little book is an equine
extravaganza of horse hints, pony
tales, and foal facts.

•

Dozens of fun facts. Did you know
that as a species, horses have almost
a 360-degree range of vision?

•

Hints and tips on horse care. Learn
which essential supplies are required
for maintaining a healthy horse.

•

A compendium of lore and legend
about horses. Discover the extensive
history of horses in the U.S. Army.

About the author
Mary Frances Budzik lives with her three dogs
and three cats in Connecticut and is the author
of many books.

YOUNG AT HEART
PETS

120 things you can do right now to give
your older dog a longer, healthier life

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 230 x 200 mm / 9 x 8 in
Extent: 160 pages
Illustrations: Over 200
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Young at Heart provides readers
with the essential information
on nutrition, exercise, behavior
training, common illnesses, and
more to keep the older canine active
and healthy for years to come.

•

Advice on diet and nutrition.

•

Hints and tips on caring for the older dog.

•

Information on common ailments, their
symptoms and treatments, including
traditional therapies and natural
alternatives.

About the author
David Alerton is a an international best-selling
authority on dogs and their care. His own
experiences with his elderly King Charles spaniel
inspired him to write this book.

REFERENCE

ASSASSINATIONS
History’s most shocking moments of
murder, betrayal, and madness

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 300 x 230 mm / 11¾ x 9 in
Extent: 192 pages
Illustrations: Over 200
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

100 of the most famous assassinations
in history, explored in depth with
profiles of both victim and killer.

•

With complete coverage of the world’s
most famous assassinations, including
Abraham Lincoln, the Archduke Franz
Ferdinand, and John F. Kennedy.

•

Includes assassinations from every
period of history and from around
the world. Plus a chapter on the
lucky few who survived, including
Ronald Reagan, Charles de Gaulle,
and Queen Victoria.

•

The directory includes an additional 60
noteworthy assassinations, from King
Abdullah and Benigno Aquino to Gianni
Versace and Rehavam Zeevi.

About the author
R. G. Grant has written dozens of books on
history for adults and children. He lives in London.

REFERENCE

THE FIVE-MINUTE
SOLUTION
Smart ideas to accomplish everyday
things in less time

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 197 x 125 mm / 7¾ x 5 in
Extent: 176 pages
Illustrations: 20
Color: Two color
© Toucan Books Ltd

With so much to do and so little time,
it makes sense to use time that you
would otherwise waste wisely. Turn
wasted time to time well spent with
this treasure trove of things to do in
5 minutes or less.

•

Tips on what to do when you are
waiting—on the phone, in the car,
at home, at work, or out of doors.

•

How to make your life run more
smoothly by using minutes you’d
otherwise be wasting.

•

Clean out a drawer, learn a poem,
bird watch, exercise and more—each
activity is tailored to your location.

About the author
Mary Frances Budzik has written many books
for adults and children.

REFERENCE

A COMPENDIUM OF
HOUSEHOLD HINTS
FOR THE HOME

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 152 x 102 mm / 6 x 4 in
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Over 20
Color: Two color
© Toucan Books Ltd

This entertaining collection of facts
and tips about all things domestic
tells you how to clean almost
everything, and how to solve many
common problems around the house
from clutter busting to stain removal.

•

Contains dozens and dozens of practical
hints and tips for running your home.

•

Learn the best way to perform tricky
tasks from cleaning a decanter to getting
a fly out of your bedroom.

•

Plus: find out how to tie a bow tie in five
easy steps, carve a chicken, or make the
perfect cup of tea.

About the author
Charlotte Williams is a freelance writer
who takes a keen interest in housekeeping
and etiquette.

REFERENCE

A COMPENDIUM OF
INDISPENSABLE FACTS

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 152 x 102 mm / 6 x 4 in
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Over 20
Color: Two color
© Toucan Books Ltd

This collection of fascinating and often
useful facts and figures about almost
everything is a must for trivia fans.

•

Contains dozens and dozens of fun facts.

•

Learn how to memorize the pilot’s
alphabet, read semaphores, recite the
points of the compass, and more!

•

Impress your friends by knowing
everything from Newton’s law to the
rules of sword fighting and petanque.
Find out the origins of the meaning of
the Latin names of the constellations, the
names of every bone in the body, and
how to communicate in Morse code.

About the author
Ben Horslen is an editor and writer with a passion
for facts and the theater. He lives in London.

GO! GO! BOBO BOARD
BOOKS
KIDS

Colors • Opposites • Shapes • Time

SPECIFICATIONS
Format: 150 x 150 mm / 6 x 6 in
Extent: 16 pages self-ended
Illustrations: 5
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Basher’s Bobo character bumps and
bounces through the world finding
out about colors, opposites, shapes,
and time.

•

Engaging, bright and witty!

•

Sturdy board book format.

•

For ages 2+.

About the illustrator
Simon Basher’s books have sold three million
copies around the world. From his first book,
The Periodic Table, he has entranced children
with his unique artwork.

BASHER’S ABC

SPECIFICATIONS

KIDS

Format: 275 x 215 mm / 10¾ x 8½ in
Extent: 56 pages
Illustrations: 26
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Award-winning artist Basher brings
the alphabet to life in this gorgeously
colorful ABC. The delightful text is
perfect for a parent and child to read
aloud.

•

Includes a cast of quirky characters
—angry ants, ticklish tortoises and
a lollipop-licking lobster!

•

Each double-page spread features
one letter.

•

Each letter is shown in upper and lower
case with an alphabet line, showing its
position in the alphabet.

About the illustrator
Simon Basher’s books have sold three million
copies around the world. From his first book,
The Periodic Table, he’s entranced children with
his unique artwork.

BASHER 123

SPECIFICATIONS

KIDS

Format: 275 x 215 mm / 10¾ x 8½ in
Extent: 56 pages
Illustrations: 26
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Children aged three and above
will enjoy counting up from 1,
a smiling snake, to 20, a bed
full of sleepy spiders.

•

Each double-page spread features
a number from 1 to 20.

•

On each spread, a number line
shows where the number fits into
the counting sequence.

•

Witty text and zany characters make
learning numbers fun.

About the illustrator
Simon Basher’s books have sold three million
copies around the world. From his first book,
The Periodic Table, he’s entranced children with
his unique artwork.

SUPERSTARS
OF HISTORY

SPECIFICATIONS

KIDS

The good, the bad, and the brainy

Format: 228 x 186 mm / 9 x 7¼ in
Extent: 96 pages
Illustrations: Over 50
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

History was made by real-life
superstars. This book profiles
40 of the world’s most noteworthy
figures bringing history to life.

•

Read about the good deeds of Abraham
Lincoln, Gandhi, and Nelson Mandela; the
evildoings of Genghis Khan, Hitler, and
Stalin, and the super-brainy thinking of
Archimedes, Marie Curie, and Einstein.

•

With 4 timelines to put history’s
superstars in context.

•

40 specially-commissioned illustrations
by Basher.

About the author
R.G. Grant has written dozens of history books
for adults and children.

About the illustrator
Simon Basher’s books have sold three million
copies around the world. From his first book,
The Periodic Table, he’s entranced children with
his unique artwork.

SUPERSTARS
OF SCIENCE

SPECIFICATIONS

KIDS

The brave, the bold, and the brainy

Format: 228 x 186 mm / 9 x 7¼ in
Extent: 96 pages
Illustrations: Over 50
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Profiles of 40 of the world’s greatest
scientists brings the history of
scientific thought to life.

•

Discover how the world changed forever,
thanks to the courage of Galileo, Marie
Curie, and Jane Goodall; the boldness
of Nicolaus Copernicus, William Harvey,
and Benjamin Franklin; and the brains
of Aristotle, Sigmund Freud, and
Stephen Hawking.

•

With 4 timelines to put science
in context.

•

40 specially-commissioned illustrations
by Basher.

About the author
R.G. Grant has written dozens of history books
for adults and children.

About the illustrator
Simon Basher’s books have sold three million
copies around the world. From his first book,
The Periodic Table, he’s entranced children with
his unique artwork.

INSTAGRAPHICS
A visual guide to your universe

SPECIFICATIONS

KIDS

Format: 230 x 185 mm / 9 x 7¼ in
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Over 100
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Instagraphics combines numbers,
data, and statistics with stunning
photos and eye-catching graphics,
making science concepts easy for
kids to understand.

•

Makes infographics accessible to kids.

•

Information is broken down into
bite-sized chunks and linked to
graphic elements.

•

Each spread is a visually stunning
combination of colorful photographs
and informative graphic elements.

•

For ages 8-12.

About the author
Dan Green is the award-winning author of dozens
of science books for kids and adults including
more than 15 Basher books.

WHY EVERYTHING
YOU KNOW IS WRONG

SPECIFICATIONS

KIDS

Format: 178 x 178 mm / 7 x 7 in
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Over 100
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

With a mix of science, things
to discover, and fun, this book
encourages kids to think like
scientists and look at the facts.

•

50 things most people think are true
—and why they are wrong!

•

Myth-busting information about
everything from gravity to ulcers!

•

Eye-catching photographs.

About the author
Tom Jackson has written dozens of science
books for adults and children.

ZANY MISCELLANY
A mixed-up encyclopedia of fun facts!

SPECIFICATIONS

KIDS

Format: 240 x 203 mm / 9½ x 8 in
Extent: 112 pages
Illustrations: Over 200
Color: Full color
© Toucan Books Ltd

Zany Miscellany is the ultimate
book of bite-size facts. Colorful
and exciting, the layouts invite
kids to dip in and learn more!

•

Contains dozens and dozens of fun facts.

•

Looks at the world in a fresh, new
way, with lists of ten worsts and
entries on great inventions that
happened by mistake.

•

Impress your teachers with “nerd
words” (like neutrino).

About the author
Tom Jackson has written dozens of science
books for adults and children.

